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1

Executive Summary

This report presents the final perspective of a potential business strategy around the BRAIN IoT marketplace.
To assess this potential perspective the consortium has structured its approach around the followng tasks:
• A definition of the repository functional and technical requirements (section 3)
• A definition of the business requirements (also section 3), based on the project itself but also from
an assessment of existing other examples of repository / marketplace from known, comparable
European projects and a review of the business approach of existing software marketplaces
developped by various type of businesses and industries (telecom operators, cloud platforms, software
repositories, application enablement platforms...). (both detailed in appendix and in D4.3)
• A specific focus (also section 3) on a target market - smart city - that was identified during the course
of the project due to the creation of a new partner (minutes provided in appendix)
• The analysis of potential business models for the marketplace (in section 4)
The main findings can be summed up as follow:
• The value of a `Marketplace` is dictated by the shareability/re-usability of artefacts in the
Marketplace in different and unrelated runtime contexts. Generic high-quality Edge Integration
Components with assured pedigree/provenance will be of interest to a large community. Whereas
Sophisticated AI/ML-based behaviours trained for specific roles in specific environments may have
extremely high business value in the target environment, but limited applicability elsewhere.
Here, it is the generic modelling tools which allowed the simple creation of context specific AI/MLbased behaviours that will be of interest to the wider community. High value items are generally
developed with a bespoke approach and do not fit with the idea of marketplace.
• The development of the marketplace would provide benefits to various stakeholders by bringing
additional value to the technology platform, but the sustainability of the approach remains unclear
due to missing sponsors, especially if engagement of developers remains too limited. Nonetheless,
a repository, which can be seen as a low-key approach of marketplace, already provide benefits to the
limited set of partners already active in BRAIN-IoT and imply limited costs. The project has therefore
decided to build such approach (step 1 of the approach).
• A Brain IoT marketplace would have then to attract a critical mass of contributors that can build
potential behaviours. Thus a focus on the modelling tool community, smart behaviour developers,
should be considered. Ideally the marketplace should also initially be populated with simple
behaviours that can be composed easily into more complex ones to facilitate adoption (step 2).
The capacity to develop into this step remains so far to be clarified.
• In a third time (or even potentially in parallel with step 2), the marketplace would have to focus on IoT
users, deployment operators and integrators that would need the behaviour developed by the
modelling tool community. This may be done as a private marketplace(s) in a given vertical like smart
cities. The consortium has identified some sweet spots around large cities and potentially regions. For
the latter target (large regions), the marketplace may have to extend to packaged apps (in addition to
behaviours/components) and also to data. Data and apps would enlarge the marketplace usage as
they correspond also to more replicable items.
•
To compensate the marketplace costs and build up the marketplace community, a business model using
a subscription model is considered as a more realistic short-term option than a traditional model that takes a
share of marketplace exchanges. This is specially the case if the marketplace focuses at first on small atomic
behaviours to be assembled. This provides a good balance between additional revenues to develop the
marketplace and additional value for community members without developing a too large (and therefore
expensive) approach. But overall, the limitations are too important (shareability of components remains
low) to permit a real exploitation perspective and the consortium decided (especially after interim
review) to focus on other opportunities and has therefore focused on a free model (which means that the
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marketplace is in reality bundled with the platform, bringing this way more value to the platform but no direct
monetization). Indeed, the repository is already providing some added value to BRAIN-IoT partners. This could
serve after as basis to provide additional features for BRAIN-IoT customers in vertical markets (like smart cities)
on top of the platform in the future
.
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2

Introduction

2.1

Scope

The scope of the document concerns the BRAIN-IoT marketplace:
• Its implementation.
• Its interaction with the BRAIN-IoT modelling environment.
• Its interaction with BRAIN-IoT runtime.
• Benchmark of comparable marketplaces.
• Analysis of a specific target market (Smart City).
• Possible commercial models.
2.2

Related documents
ID

Title

Reference

Version

Date

[RD.1]

D4.3- Initial BRAIN-IoT Marketplace Business
Dynamics

D4.3

1.1

August 2019

[RD.2]

D7.7 – Final Exploitation Plan

D7.7

1.0

March 2021
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3

Marketplace context, requirements and approaches

This section presents the requirements (both technical and business) of a BRAIN-IoT Marketplace and the
interest it presents for the project. This section also presents some summary and analysis of results presented
in Deliverable 4.3 to ensure that the current report is self-sustaining.
The BRAIN-IoT project may offer a marketplace for software components or APIs (data are so far
excluded) on top of a software platform. Some software building blocks would be directly integrated within
the platform (and therefore not part of the marketplace), while other would be provided only as a complement
and remain optional. Typical additional software building blocks (also referred as artifacts) for BRAIN-IoT could
be around data analytics and artificial intelligence (for smart behaviours) or security.
The biggest concern for business models regarding such software components is to draw a clear line between
the technology platform underlying the marketplace and the marketplace itself. Indeed, it is easy to see
in many cases optional software components being integrated over time into the technology platform itself or
available for free in an extended repository (which may still be considered as a low-key approach marketplace).
The optional component was in most cases offered as an option and becomes default later on.
Many reasons can explain such a move, like development considered not stable yet or leveraging a presence
into “bottom layers” building blocks to compete with third parties by providing a bundle. The opposite is also
possible, due to discontinuation of support or regulatory decisions (like Google around Android and Google
applications1). What may be offered with a fee by a third party in the marketplace could be offered for free by
the technology platform provider, as the stakes are different.
In this section, we have developed the following analysis:
• Business perspective with other marketplaces for IoT components or software.
• Analysis of the target market of smart cities, including a vision on IoT, data initiatives and software
platforms and marketplaces.
• Definition of business requirements, considering the interests from the consortium partners.
3.1

Technological perspective
Functional requirements

A BRAIN-IoT runtime usually consists of several different types of composite software artefacts which may be
manually or automatically deployed to the generic Brain-IoT platform. These types of software artefacts, and
the requirement to share that artefact type across different end users is detailed below:
1. BRAIN-IoT Complete Applications. These are referred to as `Systems`: While some Systems are
completely generic, many other Systems will be written and optimised solely for the organisation
concerned. It is therefore unlikely that many of these bespoke systems will be shared across end
users.
2. Edge Integration Components: These are the software components that provide integration (e.g.
"drivers") to specific physical devices at the edge of the network, that is the devices commonly known
as "IoT" devices. These components can be used in any environment containing these devices. The
requirement to share such artefacts across end users is high.
3. Assured/Verifiable Behaviours: These behaviours - sets of rules about what happens (from a system
perspective) when a specific trigger event occurs - are specific to and can only be used in
environments that have the same participants and require the same assured behaviours between
those participants. The need to share such behaviours is regarded as low, as the end users would
have to have exact replicas of the systems concerned.

1

See https://www.theverge.com/2019/3/20/18273888/google-eu-browser-search-choice
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4.

ML/AI Trained Behaviours: These are highly environment and context-specific and may well be
time-dependent. Whilst the base code may well be of interest, the ability to share such specific
artefacts is very low.

Overall, the value of a `Marketplace` is dictated by the shareability/re-usability of artefacts in the
Marketplace in different and unrelated runtimes.
From the preceding analysis, it appears that that generic high-quality Edge Integration Components will be of
the most use to a wider end - user community.
Technically, a marketplace has to provide a mechanism for making software artefacts available to a BRAIN-IoT
runtime, ideally in a real-time manner, so that required artefacts can be directly loaded at runtime as required
by events happening within the Brain-IoT fabric. This in turn brings questions about whether local repositories
should mirror global resources, or if remote access will be sufficient.
Interest for the project
Software artefacts such as Systems (complete applications), Edge Integration Components, Behaviours and
ML/AI Behaviours used by a BRAIN-IoT implementation reside in a local repository. From a technical
perspective, the project needed to consider:
1. Could parts of that repository be remote? In a marketplace situation, by definition, the marketplace
repository would not be locally hosted, so latency and security might well become an issue - e.g. if a
relay closure initiated installation of a behaviour, would a remote location for that behaviour be
acceptable from a installation time and security perspective?
2. Is reliance upon external communications links acceptable? Again, if critical or time sensitive
components were required, this may not be appropriate.
Can a Marketplace repository be distributed and / or replicated if local access really is required? If so,
what mechanisms can be employed? How might multiple instances be synchronised?
3. Quality, assurance testing, and code signing of components offered within the marketplace. IoT, by
its nature is pervasive, and will be increasingly used within hugely diverse environments, ranging from
Smart Cities to major industries to hospitals. As much as is humanly possible components must be
proven to be free from malware and vulnerabilities. What procedures might need to be put in place?
4. Marketplace repository performance. The performance of a Marketplace repository is critical within a
time sensitive environment such as an industrial process. To this end, search times within the repository
must be short, so that required components are easily found.
Results and lessons learned
Looking at the questions raised in section 3.1.2 together with the overall sharing requirements in 3.1.1, a
number of conclusions were drawn, and the BRAIN-IoT repository implementation was specifically designed
to increase performance over a simple flat structure.
In detail:
1. Could part of the repository be remote? Given that the most shareable type of component identified
by the project is the Edge Integration Component, which will usually be some physical device specific
software, written by the manufacturer of that device (e.g. a driver), there is no reason to think that
these components could not be retrieved from a remote location. These components would primarily
be used when installing new edge devices or upgrading existing ones. Security concerns are mitigated
in such conditions as it presumed that the component would be tested in a a sandbox by the user
before universal deployment across the Brain-IoT runtime.
2. Is reliance on external communication links acceptable? Broadly speaking, for any time or mission
critical process, the answer is no. Loss of external connectivity cannot be allowed to disrupt a
production environment. The retrieval of Edge Interaction Components is unlikely to be mission or
time critical, but clearly behaviours are, so it does depend upon the type of component being retrieved.
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3.

4.

5.

3.2

Can a marketplace repository be replicated? This is technically possible, but nontrivial, and a better
approach would appear to be that a local repository has the ability to host components sourced from
a Marketplace. As we have already identified, Edge Integration Components are the most likely
candidates for distribution via a centralised marketplace, and as such, a rational approach would be
for single copies with multiple licences of such components to be downloaded to local Brain-IoT
repositories as required, so that they can be speedily and easily deployed at scale within the local
runtime.
Quality assurance testing. This is a large and growing area of concern, as up to now, very few
industrial processes have been hit by malware - the Stuxnet worm affecting Siemens PLCs being one
of the few examples, but generally, malware has affected business rather than industrial software.
Industrial process malware has the ability to cause immense physical damage - in the Brain-IoT project,
malware affecting the sluice gate control systems in the water management demonstrator could
potentially have catastrophic consequences. As such, uncontrolled autonomous access to software
artefacts is viewed with some suspicion, and it is felt that all software utilised within a runtime should
be either locally generated within the user organisation or subjected to rigorous user testing in a
controlled environment before being authorised for deployment. This in turn implies that the Brain IoT
repository should be local and controlled.
Repository performance. In view of the fact that the installation of behaviours in particular may be
time critical, being based on physical events such as sensor indication happening within the runtime,
the search performance of the repository has to be optimised. Taking this into account, the BRAIN-IoT
repository has been implemented as a standard OBR repository with functional enhancements that are
required to deliver:
• Support for a two-tier indexing hierarchy.
• Support for ancillary mechanisms to re-index when new artefacts are released.
• Support Developer and Operations friendly browsing of artefacts.
• Filter on Behaviour description.
• Filter on Author / Source
• List / Filter on Capabilities of Behaviours
• List / Filter on Requirements – both primary Behaviour index, and if the Behaviour is composite,
its secondary index
Business perspective

As a reminder, a marketplace is by definition a two-sided platform with buyers of items/goods and sellers
of items/goods (generally third-party sellers). The platform provider is generally the shop owner that
provides the central location to find items to buy (or use as items can be also free) and the payment/fulfilment
tools.
It involves three types of stakeholder, when applied to a technology platform:
•
Platform providers (who may also be sponsors) interact directly with platforms users;
•
Supply-side users are the application developers who build on top of the core platform to expand its
functionality; (supply-side users can be third parties or belong to the platform provider)
•
Demand-side users consume platform and application resources and interact with application providers
via the platform.
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Figure 1 - Elements of a platform business network

Source: Eisemann, Parker & Van Alstyne

From economics perspective, for the success of a two-sided market, it is necessary to have a large number of
people using the common market space (the platform) so that users from both sides will benefit from
network effects. In this model, revenues from traditional one-side business model can be augmented with
revenues derived from the mass scale. Indeed, in a two-sided platform with two distinct types of users, each
side benefits from increases in the number of participants on the other side.
Reaching a large number of users is only possible if the components to be consumed in the marketplace
are therefore highly replicable/sharable between users of the platform. This is quite easy to reach in
consumer markets, but can be a challenge in B2B environments due to multiple considerations (proprietary
developments, legacy software, regulation, etc...). Open source can therefore be a facilitator here, even though
it will also then limit the direct monetization opportunities at the same time.
Final assessment of existing solutions
We conducted an extended benchmark of platforms solutions offering also a marketplace, especially within
the IoT context when possible (but we also enlarge the benchmark to other areas to put things in perspective
as the IoT market is not fully mature). This benchmark covers platforms developed by different types of players
offering IoT and/or software platforms including telcos, cloud providers, software repository and
application enablement providers. The products do not have the same functionalities and present different
types of features. The table below shows the most common features shared between the different platforms.
Detailed analysis of platforms is provided in appendix.
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Table 1 - Telcos IoT application platforms and Cloud PaaS platforms key features

Building
blocks

Device
management
Data
management
Security,
authentication
and identity
Insights/analytics
Monetization,
payment
Communication
features
Collaborative
features
Connected
objects (data
exchange)

Orange
LiveObjects

Orange
Flexible
DataSync

AT&T
M2X

IBM Cloud

GE Predix
Services

Verizon
ThingSpace
Manage

✓



✓

✓



✓

✓



✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓



✓



✓















✓











✓











✓













✓

✓



✓
(focus on
IIoT)
✓

✓

✓

✓

✓









Subscription
plan per
number of
devices

2 types:
subscriptions
and usage
plans
(number of
devices x
number of
data
collected)

✓
(other API)
✓
(other API)

Vertical apps dev oriented


✓
✓

✓
✓

✓
✓

✓
Third party
libraries for
some APIs
✓

✓
Third
party
libraries
✓

✓
Third
party
libraries
✓
90 days,
10
devices

SDK
Open APIs (standard
protocol, open language)
Open to third parties

Free trial

Almost free
of charge for
all APIs
(restrictions
in volume
on nr of
devices)

Business model

No
pricing
set up –
need to
contact
support

Not
defined
yet

✓
✓

2 levels for
developers
and
enterprisegrade

Source: IDATE Digiworld
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Table 2 - Other software repositories, platforms and marketplaces
Github

Siemens
Mindspher
e

Bosch
IoT Suite

Software
repository

Software
repository

SaaS

PaaS

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓







✓
✓

✓


✓
✓

✓


Maven
Central

Service type

Repositories
managemen
t
User
managemen
Buildin
t
g
Data
blocks
managemen
t
Security
Storage
Analytics
Open to third parties
Free trial

Business model

Freemiu
m

Freemiu
m

Région
Ile de
France
Smart
City
Platfor
m

Eclipse

GOV.UK

Unparallell

Marketpl
ace

IaaS

Marketplace



✓

✓

✓







✓

✓





✓



✓



✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓


✓
✓
✓
✓


✓
✓
✓
✓


✓
✓
✓



Free for
users
Monthly
fees for
developer
plan

Price
per
single
service
per
device +
Price
per
service
package
s per
devices

Free

Free
(pay for
hosting
)

Software
libraries for
free
Hardware
price varies

Free

Source: IDATE Digiworld

As seen above with the benchmark, while there are many B2C technology platforms developing essentially as
a marketplace (Uber, Amazon) or with a companion marketplace (Apple), this is not the case of most B2B
technology platforms, especially so far when the focus is on IoT. Indeed, only cloud PaaS platforms can be
considered within our benchmark as marketplaces. Telcos solutions and AEPs do provide interactions with
third parties through APIs, but provide almost all components by themselves, for free when selling already
other features (like connectivity for telcos) or for a fee otherwise. For cloud PaaS solutions, large providers like
IBM and Predix also provide a lot of components by themselves but are open to third party solutions. The
platform itself is generally offered with a subscription business model, but there are also some forms of pay as
you go models. The main issue to be considered is the replicability of components, which is relatively low,
unless addressing specific vertical communities or concentrating on fundamental building blocks like storage.
In terms of business dynamics, the development of a marketplace around BRAIN-IoT will likely depend
on the openness of the technology platform and on an arbitrage of which components are integrated
by default within the technology platform. If the software components to be offered on the marketplace
are too close in terms of features of the platform itself (and therefore limited value added), they will have to
be integrated or offered for free in the marketplace. The business dynamics of the marketplace need therefore
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a better articulation with the business model of the technology platform and the roadmap of integrated
features. Depending on the strategy, cloud PaaS or AEPs would serve as a reference model, to be adapted
in the context of niche B2B applications with strong interconnections.
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The development of the marketplace would provide benefits to various stakeholders, by bringing
additional value to the technology platform, but the sustainability of the approach still needs to be
assessed, especially if engagement of developers remains too limited. Otherwise, an approach of
customization of the technology platform by vertical markets with a very limited marketplace could be
an alternative. This has been addressed below with the example of smart city vertical domain (covering itself
numerous applications).
Focus on Smart City
Created during the project from contributors of the BRAIN-IoT project, Kentyou helps cities and innovators
exploit digital technologies and build smarter and more sustainable urban environments. Target domains
are IoT interoperability solutions to connect seamlessly to existing infrastructure and legacy solutions (similar
to BRAIN-IoT) but also digital twin solutions, to gather monitor and analyse meaningful urban data.
The smart city domain was therefore considered as a potential area for more specific investigation for
a marketplace in Europe. We present in this section the results from our desk research analysis and interview
campaign (Region Ile de France, City of Marseille, City of Tallinn, Region of Brussels Capital, Metropole of
Montpellier, Metropole of Lille). Minutes of interviews are provided in appendix.
As a reminder, not all smart city projects rely on IoT and sensors. More recent smart city projects tend to also
focus on digital administration and participation of citizens in local democracy.

3.2.2.1

Platforms

The development of IoT in general in European cities and regions is still limited, generally focused on a
few specific areas. Local authorities tend to focus on videoprotection and mobility (including smart parking)
plus to a lesser extent more recently environmental data and historical developments around remote
monitoring of various utilities and operations (especially metering and public lightning). Most other solutions
tend to remain proof-of-concepts and do not survive when the initial funding, generally through R&D projects,
stops.
Figure 2 - Core areas and segments of smart city initiatives

Source: IDATE DigiWorld, The Smart City market, November 2020
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Pioneer smart cities (and to a lesser degree those entering the fray today) take a largely techno-centric
approach in their initiatives to achieve a more efficient city, both in terms of its ability to meet citizens’ needs
and the ways in which its flows and utilities were managed and operated. The ambitions of these cities (and
those that joined the smart city fray later on) expanded over time, and now include a growing array of
environmental goals, binding the green transition and digital transition and reinforced social goals,
covering both inclusion and citizen involvement. But interviews have shown a significant move towards a more
usage-centric approach.
Cities’ spending on their smart city strategy and projects represents only a portion of the total smart
city market, which is also populated by private sector players and other levels of government (central, federal
and intermediate). Municipal spending nevertheless remains central to all smart city initiatives nationwide, as
either co-financer or project owner. Large metropolitan areas are also exploiting PPP funding to push forward
innovative projects. The overall spending on smart city solutions is likely to be maintained, if not increased,
over the next three years, compared to on-trend forecasts – and later resume a growth path that aligns with
the economy’s general growth trends. This spending is set to equal 36 billion USD in 2020, and could climb to
90 billion USD in 2024.2
Many legacy solutions operate with their own (proprietary) platforms and are not necessary connected and
data is often hard to extract, outside local networks and devices. To address these issues, facing indeed multiple
platforms (Montpellier is an exception here with centralization around Synox), Smart City providers have
developed supervisors (supervisory tools) and more recently hypervisor(s) to get a global view on the multiple
apps and services. According to interviews, there could still be several hypervisors within a city.
Hypervisors, developed by IT providers and also traditional providers of cities like utility companies (Engie),
may be limited to dashboards providing central view of heteregenous platforms, and not necessarily go as far
as BRAIN-IoT in terms of interoperability. But they can be nonetheless considered as partly competing with
BRAIN-IoT. Most hypervisors remain proprietary solutions requiring significant integration and are therefore
expensive (there are many controversies around the flagship OnDijon intiative in France).
Most advanced cities like Lille or Ile de France have mentioned during interviews that they are combining these
smart cities initiatives (IoT or not, IoT being seen as a way to include real time information) with geographical
information system/spatial data, BIM and in the future Digital Twin to get a fully integrated real-time view for
urban management.
It should be noted that there are some voices mentioning that, while simplification and mutualization are long
term targets, there are numerous cases in which there is no real need to go beyond siloed initiatives, especially
for small scale projects for which there will be no additional bargaining power.

3.2.2.2

Data Store

Due to open data directive/regulation (but also GDPR), cities and regions have developed initiatives to comply
with legal expectations. But most of them are clearly extending these efforts beyond open data, with data lakes
on one side (even integrating in some cases external paid third party data) to mutualize costs and data stores
in some other cases. Open data in itself is often seen as having marginal impacts.
Initally data is being collected by municipal services such as mobility, parking, events, ect. The next step is to
collect IoT data from different nodes (grid, lightening, waste, ect) to increase the scope of data collected and
benefit from insights cities can leverage from them. On that account there is a growing interest from large

2

https://en.idate.org/product/the-smart-city-market-2/
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metropolitan regions to further develop their platforms and create data or even app stores. That is not
the case for small and limited funded cities.
On the other hand, the private sectors is leveraging public data provided to create new or improve existing
products and services. Governments with a proactive approach are encouraging businesses to use open data
as a push to champion innovation. Hence, a growing commercial significance of open data becoming available
needs a strategic response.
First in addressing organizational issues and thereafter selecting the most cost effective solution. Open data
platforms are an extra cost and effort for public institutions and they tend to charge fees for the re-use of the
data to cover reproduction and dissemination costs. Such charges are penalizing in particular SMEs business
growth and innovation. The cost and effort of maintain data is also a drawback for businesses to engage in
open data initiatives.
Table 3 - Benchmark of city initiatives
Services
Platform/Initiative
Grande Lyon
Connect
Île-de-France
Smart Services
Open Data Lille
Métropole
Data Montpellier
Métropole
Open data
Marseille
Métropole
Brussels Smart
City
Open Data BCN
and City OS
Sentilo
Milano Geoportale
and Data Comune
Milano
Amsterdam Smart
City and
Amsterdam Data
Portal
Urban Open Data
Platform Hamburg
and hamburg.de
Opengovmuenchen.de
London Data Store
Digital Tallinn

Information
(mainly on city
events)

E-services

Open
Data

API

App
store

IoT
Platform

✓

✓









✓

✓

✓

✓



✓





✓

✓









✓

✓





Marseille,
France

✓

✓

✓







Brussels,
Belgium

✓



✓







Barcelona,
Spain

✓



✓

✓



✓

Milan,
Italy

✓

✓

✓

✓





Amsterdam,
Netherlands

✓



✓

✓





Hamburg,
Germany

✓

✓

✓











✓











✓





✓

✓

✓






Pilot wih
Telia

City,
Country
Lyon,
France
Paris,
France
Lille,
France
Montpellier,
France

Munich,
Germany
London, UK
Tallinn,
Estonia

Source: IDATE Digiworld
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The majority of cities developing Open Data platforms aim to value the data between different departments
of cities or between cities at a more regional level but not to sell it. There are still some cities interested by data
monetization (like Brussels, Lille or Marseille), but they are more looking at selling services (based on data)
rather than data, bypassing this way regulatory constraints.
The data strategy (often data aggregation) developed in most cities focuses on sharing data internally (and
sometimes with data from other regional public sources) to bridge the gap of very low interoperability of (IoT)
platforms. Interoperability comes this way somehow from data (through data exchange standards) rather than
software components. This is in progress and there are still many silos internally.
Tenders tend to include many requirements for data propagation and reversibility to ensure long term
“interoperability” data-centric approach.
Initiatives around data are still so far much more mature than initiatives around apps for smart cities. Most
cities expect to combine the current data initiatives with the potential software/marketplace initiatives (see
next section).

3.2.2.3

Software Marketplace

Procurement of software (IoT or not) in general remains decentralized within most (large) cities, with
departments developing/acquiring on their own software, leading to too many apps (650 for Lille Metropole).
Some interesting mutualization efforts, still rare, are taking off around regions and/or métropoles, like CIRB 3 in
Brussels and related cities, but are facing limitations due to administrative layering of
competencies/responsabilities and governance still to be developed within as stricter framework to ensure
more global participation beyond a handful of highly motivated cities willing to collaborate (generally to save
on costs). National initiatives like G-Cloud in the UK (replicated in Australia and more recently in Belgium) are
still the exception.
Case study: Focus on GOV.UK Digital Marketplace
The Digital Marketplace is an online service developed by the Crown Commercial Service (CCS) that helps
public sector organisations find people and technology for digital projects. 4 It acts like a shop window for
organizations that are willing to sell their goods and services to the public sector. The Digital Marketplace
offers multiple services and professionals including:
• The G-Cloud framework offering cloud software and services
• The Digital Outcomes and Specialists framework offering digital specialists and user research
services
• The Crown Hosting Data Centres framework offering physical data centre space
In 2020, the spendings on the G-Cloud framework reached 1,37 billions. Most of the spendings were on
support services followed by software and hosting. 5 Morever, the G-Cloud framework counted 2733 total
customers and 2676 total suppliers over the same period. 6 SMEs account for 45% of total sales by value
(71% by volume) while the central government is the main buyer accounting for 81% of total sales. 7

3

Centre d'Informatique pour la Région Bruxelloise or Brussels Regional Informatics Centre

4

Crown Commercial Service is the executive agency and the trading fund of the Cabinet Office of the UK Government

5

https://www.govspend.org.uk/g-cloud-stats.php

6

https://www.govspend.org.uk/g-cloud-stats.php

7

https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/g-cloud-framework-sales-up-to-31-december-2018
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Figure 3 - G-Cloud framework statistics

Source: govspend.org.uk

The Marketplace is administered by the CCS who offers technical support and could potentially charge
maintenance fees on the transactions. The G-Cloud framework allows suppliers of cloud-based solutions to
marketing their offerings in the Digital Marketplace. Any supplier should initially apply to sell their services
and after being granted will have access to provide their products in the Digital Marketplace. Any public
sector organisation, including agencies and arm’s length bodies, can buy such services through the Digital
Marketplace.8
The initiative from Region Ile-de-France detailed in the appendix is also of interest, as it encompasses
1800 cities at once, with the Region as an intermediary in the future. Departments are unlikely to share
budgets to buy software components or platforms but may transfer credits from one to another. The
governance is therefore key to develop such models. Without a surprise, except from very specific projects like
Olympics, funding come from cities themselves (and subsidies from other public resources). More generally,
public procurement rules are seen as a limiting factor for these innovative models. The Belgian model
(around for instance the digital identity or FIDUS) is here quite interesting and different, with initial funding by
the central government to kick start big projects, than pay per use payment in latter times by regions then
cities.
Many cities are being approached already by leading cloud vendors like Amazon Web Services, IBM or
Microsoft for marketplace-like solutions. This has nonetheless not led yet to concrete marketplace. The Region
Ile-de-France looks more ambitious in this area than other interviewees, with the idea to use the marketplace
as a way to develop digital in the local territory (other local collectivises) but also help private stakeholders
(typically usual urban furniture and services providers like Veolia or Engie) to find channels to smaller cities. As
a consequence, large private stakeholders may also be contributing to the marketplace funding (the proper
mechanism still needs to be discussed).
Finally, the jury is still out regarding elements to be integrated within the marketplace, depending on what
type of entity has the lead on smart city programs. Departments will favour plug and play apps (Marseille,
Montpellier) while IT departments are asking for specific cloud components, especially if they have internally
the skills and/or resources (CIRB, Lille).

8

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/buying-and-selling-on-the-digital-marketplace
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3.2.2.4

Conclusions

Marketplace initiatives applied to IoT domains are of utmost importance, but the path to success remains
narrow.
The main barriers to address to implement a software marketplace are the following:
- Replicability: some (large) cities are not convinced that their approaches can not really be replicated
due to the local context in which they are developed. The approach is seen as easier for data.
- Organization: administrative organization (with many layers) is naturally creating silos, due to political
divergence on one side (when layers are managed by authorities with different political agenda) and
responsibilities on the other side (competencies are different).
- Procurement: Public sector budgets are more difficult to use around pay-per-use (or OPEX) models
than software acquisition/CAPEX.
- Internal resources: many cities/regions tend to internalize as many IT developments, even though it
becomes less and less an option.
The main drivers to implement a marketplace are the following:
- Budget: most cities, especially the not so large ones, have limited budget and ressources/staff to
implement such services without some mutualization
- Combination with data stores: the marketplace being developed (at least in private mode) in some
cities for data could be extended to software
- Fragmentation: there are so many initiatives for IoT platforms that there is a need for BRAIN-IoT like
and/or hypervisors approaches.
The issue of sovereignty was mentioned quite often during interviews by regions and cities. This can be
addressed by focusing on private approaches limited to a set of participants.
We have nonetheless identified two sweet spots for marketplaces applied to IoT (and even other activities)
in the context of smart cities/regions for which BRAIN-IoT can then provide some elements:
- Private regional platforms (or even national like G-Cloud). They will give a real solution for midsize or smaller cities to rely on components and packaged applications that have real willingness to
develop but not enough ressources. Packaged applications rather than components will be the
dominant demand. This requires nonetheless a clear mutualization strategy and the associated
governance, not yet in place in many structures. This is more an organisational issue than a technical
issue.
- Private metropolitan platforms. This second market seems more complex to enter (due to existing
solutions in place) but with more targets. The underlying building blocks will likely be very different
from one metropolitan area to another area and their providers may be already providing themselves
marketplace or hypervisor. They will allow alignment of local resources, which have better IT skills, and
therefore more likely to use components than apps.
The marketplace approach can therefore provide an additional value for smart city and even accelerate
deployments by providing a way to harmonize deployments at different layers of the territories through
mutualization (and associated cost optimization) for apps/components and also data. The main barriers are
really the historical fragmentation (with siloed strategies) for which the BRAIN-IoT can be a solution and the
low budgets given so far to smart cities initiatives. But there is medium-term opportunity for the marketplace,
provided that, firstly, the BRAIN-IoT platform is adopted by local authorities (or their usual suppliers).
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Business requirements

3.2.3.1

Stakeholders’ interests

As stated above, the core of the marketplace would be a repository enabling the exchange of “smart behaviour”
(and thus the ability to integrate together different systems). This exchange could take place between:
• Smart behaviour developers, that is, user of the modelling tool. That need to combine existing
simple behaviours into more complex ones. They are both the main supplier of the “smart behaviours”
to the marketplace, and potential customers.
o As supplier their interest could be to get direct financial compensation for the behaviour they
develop (directly selling them on the marketplace) or to get notoriety from their marketplace
contribution in order to increase their sells of either product or service offerings.
o As customers, their interests is to find atomic, simple and reusable behaviours from which they
can build up rapidly more complex behaviours.
• IoT deployment developers and integrators using the BRAIN IoT framework and looking for
behaviours for their environments. They are mostly customer of the marketplace.
o As customers their interest is to find relatively advanced behaviours that fit well with the needs
of their deployment, can be easily integrated and require minimum adaptation.

3.2.3.2

Perspective from the use cases

3.2.3.2.1

Service robotics

The BRAIN IoT project would introduce both an IoT platform and enabler marketplace.
Figure 4 - Service Robotics – Value chain with a marketplace

Source: IDATE

The marketplace would thus enable increased interactions between the different stakeholders, especially
by enabling them to access to more software components (such as Brain IoT security and smart behaviour
enablers).
This would concern not only the robot manufacturer (trying to improve the behaviour of his robots) but also
potentially the integrators and even the robot end user directly.
Eventually a successful marketplace would potentially also interest other actors in the robotics value chain
(such as sensors and actuators manufacturers) or beyond (such as warehouse equipment and automation
providers).
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To ensure the sustainability of the model, the marketplace would need to generate enough traffic and revenues
to compensate for the cost supported by the platform core service providers. This group (a subpart of the
BRAIN IoT consortium) would be responsible for hosting and maintaining the platform and marketplace (role
of platform sponsors).
In this scenario the key value propositions of the BRAIN IoT platform and marketplace would be:
The access to enablers providing smart behaviours to the robots to ease the implementation of smart
behaviours in the robotics control (collaboration between robots, interactions with their environment) by
having a generalization of all the components involved.
A more rapid and efficient integration of different technological standards (robot interfaces, sensors, actuators)
including with existing legacy deployment (warehouse automation).
3.2.3.2.2

Critical water infrastructures

Figure 5 - Critical Infrastructure Management – Proposed Business Ecosystem

Source: IDATE

In the proposed setting, an IoT Platform and Marketplace is introduced.
The main direct business ecosystem impact is to increase the exchanges between the distribution company
and third-party software providers: The distribution company is able to purchase enablers (security and smart
behaviour enablers) through the marketplace.
The introduction of the platform is also likely to increase the exchanges and relationships between the water
distribution company and other stakeholders such as the sensor and actuators manufacturers (as technology
integration becomes easier) and other municipal services (as the platform enables interconnection with other
existing networks and systems).
Eventually a successful marketplace would potentially also interest other actors in the ecosystem (such as
sensors and actuators manufacturers) or even other municipal services or large customers.
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To ensure the sustainability of the model, the marketplace would need to generate enough traffic and revenues
to compensate for the cost supported by the platform core service providers. This group (a subpart of the
BRAIN IoT consortium) would be responsible for hosting and maintaining the platform and marketplace.
In this scenario the key value propositions of the BRAIN IoT platform and marketplace would be:
• The access to enablers providing enhanced security and safety (through smart behaviours) to the water
distribution infrastructure.
• A more rapid and efficient integration of different technological standards (sensors, actuators)
including with existing legacy deployment.

3.2.3.3

Key business requirements

Although the setup of a two-sided marketplace around the BRAIN IoT platform would be technically possible,
and even desirable in the perspective of the project use cases and scenarios, the sustainability of such an
approach raises a few questions.
In that perspective, two main aspects have to be taken into account:
• The set-up and operation of a marketplace represent some costs, mainly in term of server operation
and software maintenance and update. For a two-sided marketplace to be sustainable, these costs
have to be compensated either by the marketplace operation (through a percentage taking on
marketplace exchanges for example) or through other indirect benefits (like the platform itself).
• For a marketplace to be successful, a critical mass of exchanges is necessary (otherwise it is at best a
restricted solution or repository to share services/apps between a closed group of users). This requires
both a critical mass of contributions available on the marketplace and a critical mass of potential users.
Taking these constraints into account, and following the assessment of existing and comparable software
marketplace (see appendix for more details), the BRAIN IoT project has defined the following requirements,
corresponding to different steps of development:
• Step 1: The first step is to build the (free) repository (as developed in the rest of WP4), limited to
BRAIN-IoT partners and their main direct partners, around in the end a very private marketplace.
• Step 2: A Brain IoT marketplace would then have to attract (a critical) mass of contributors that can
build potential behaviours, beyond BRAIN-IoT consortium. Thus, a focus on the modelling tool
community, smart behaviour developers, should be considered. Ideally the marketplace should also
initially be populated with simple behaviours that can be composed easily into more complex ones to
facilitate adoption. Simple behaviours are also more likely to be replicable and therefore adapted.
• Step 3: In a third time (or even potentially in parallel with step 2), the marketplace would have to focus
on IoT users, deployment operators and integrators that would need the behaviour developed by the
modelling tool community. This may be done as a private marketplace(s) in a given vertical like smart
cities.
• Step 4: In a fourth time, the marketplace may extend to packaged apps (in addition to
behaviours/components) and also to data. Data and apps would enlarge the marketplace usage as
they correspond also to more replicable items.
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4

Business models for a BRAIN IoT marketplace

In this section we present 3 potential models for a BRAIN IoT marketplace, their implications and an assessment
of their benefits and limitations.
4.1

Model A: Commission Marketplace

In model A, the business model would be a (traditional) two-sided platform business model in which the
revenue is extracted by taking a share of each transaction on the marketplace. Developers may also provide
free components, but to limit the costs, we consider that this will remain limited. Impacts of the free model are
addressed in model C.
The benefits would be the following:
Lower barrier to entry for customers (than in model B): customers may just buy one (additional)
component and not pay therefore for components that they do not use. This is only true if the
component is not very expensive (otherwise the subscription model can be more attractive).
Replication of B2C standards: This may facilitate the adoption for smaller companies that are better
used of such approaches.
Limited risk for third party developers: while platform sponsors have to bear the platform cost, third
party providers do not take any risk in this model, as they pay the platform/marketplace only when get
revenues themselves.
The limitations would be the following:
Need for very large community of users and developers: the development of the marketplace itself
is almost a fixed cost. If only a small number of users is active, it will be very difficult to recoup the
fixed costs through commissions.
Limited sustainability: revenues for the platform are not guaranteed for the future, as all payments
correspond to one-shot purchases. There is therefore a need for a very large number of developers
that can release very regularly new attractive components.
This approach remains complex to implement outside mass markets (or equivalent) to provide a sustainable
business model in itself. When reaching a critical size, this approach is nonetheless attractive, as it relies on a
virtuous circle, as more users will attract more developers. To attract such large volumes, the platform has to
host solutions that can be used by a large public. Packaged apps are more likely to be attractive than software
components or artifacts.
The alternative is to see the marketplace as a non-profitable complement to the platform itself, but this is
already somehow the model C below.
This model would apply in step 4 of the description of business requirement, but this goes really far beyond
the current target of BRAIN-IoT. BRAIN-IoT is unlikely to provide enough replicable/shareable components
(and more importantly packaged apps) to attract a very large community (unless using an open-source
approach not so compatible with model A). This model does not seem therefore adequate for BRAIN-IoT in
the short to mid-term, even for smart city solutions, but could be seen as the real target of a future and more
ambitious project.
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4.2

Model B: Subscription Marketplace

In model B, the revenue is extracted by asking the users to pay a subscription which give them access to a
catalogue of services (similar to Netflix or SVOD platforms). Developers are paid by the platform to be part of
the catalogue, through various potential models.
The benefits would be the following:
Recurring revenues: the subscription model offers better visibility for future revenues and therefore
for stability of the business model
Replication of cloud standards: This may facilitate the adoption for companies that are better used
of such approaches instead of buying software licenses.
Lower costs: the platform will likely host fewer services and therefore be cheaper.
The limitations would be the following:
Need for large community of users: the development of the marketplace itself is almost a fixed cost.
If only a small number of users is active, it will be very difficult to recoup the fixed costs through
subscriptions, unless set at an expensive pricing. In case of high number of users, the pricing can be
very low. The number of users to sustain the platform is nonetheless lower (and the fixed costs also
should remain more limited).
Platform likely with limited number of developers: the platform will have to pay the developers at
least partly independently of the usage, as sharing the subscription fee will rapidly become too
complex and not attractive in case of too many suppliers. This will entice the platform to limit the
number of developers and/or to develop a maximum of components by itself (as Netflix does with
original content to control costs).
This approach fits well with proprietary approach developed by many B2B vendors in the benchmark, in which
the marketplace is mostly filled with add-ons for their own products and a few third parties solutions. This
model can be used by BRAIN-IoT but requires clear sponsors and a roadmap of components.
The sponsors could be also some vertical stakeholders (including but not limited to local authorities for smart
cities) to develop private platforms and marketplaces. The community to build can be therefore smaller, but
more homogeneous. The cost of the marketplace could be this way supported by multiple private marketplaces
reusing similar building blocks. This model is a clear option for step 2 and especially step 3 of the business
requirement section.
4.3

Model C: Free Marketplace

In model C, the marketplace generates no revenue (or little) by itself but brings benefit through the building
of a community (and potentially captivity of users). In this case, a marketplace is indeed more a repository than
anything else.
The benefits would be the following:
Easier attraction of users: there are no financial barriers to entry, which should accelerate the building
of the community.
Lower costs: there will be likely less features, at least regarding billing or customer service. In general,
expectations from end-users will be lower (but not zero) with a free marketplace.
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The limitations would be the following:
No revenue generation: costs have to be supported by other revenue streams.
Platform likely with limited number of developers: there is also no revenue for developers,
therefore no incentives for developers to provide components, unless paid by the platform sponsors.
Model C is not so different from model B, but without the additional barrier of additional payments and no
direct sources of revenues to bear the costs of the marketplace. All the costs are indeed shifted to the BRAINIoT platform itself, which will likely itself to a repository in the short term.
Model C can also be seen as a Model B (with a subscription of 0) in which the marketplace is indeed bundled
with the platform. The marketplace is provided as an extra feature. The approach of private marketplace is
therefore still possible, with the same considerations and the need for a clear sponsor (or clear consortium as
a sponsor).
This model is therefore the clear solution to develop in steps 1 and 2 of business requirement, but also for step
3 if bundle with the platform.
4.4

Consortium perspective

To compensate the marketplace costs and build up the marketplace community, a business model using a
subscription model is considered as a more realistic short-term option than a traditional model that takes
a share of marketplace exchanges. This is specially the case if the marketplace focuses at first on small atomic
behaviours to be assembled.
Subscription (model B) would indeed have been the most likely option, providing the better balance
between additional revenues to develop the marketplace and additional value for community members
without developing a too large (and therefore expensive) approach.
But overall, the limitations are too important to permit a real exploitation perspective and the
consortium decided (especially after interim review) to focus on other opportunities and has therefore focused
on Model C. Indeed, the repository is already providing some added value to BRAIN-IoT partners. This could
serve after as basis to provide additional features for BRAIN-IoT customers in vertical markets (like smart cities)
on top of the platform.
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5

Appendix: Detailed benchmark of platforms

5.1

Telco’s platforms

Some telcos have developed platforms in order to support IoT business applications. Basically, the platforms
are designed to facilitate developers’ work in prototyping their solutions with available APIs but also in the
commercialization of the products and to provide support to customers for the management of IoT devices.
As for illustration, three telcos are covered in this report:
• Orange
• AT&T
• Verizon
Table 4 - Telcos IoT application platforms and key features

Building
blocks

Device management
Data management
Security,
authentication and
identity
Insights/analytics

Orange LiveObjects

Orange Flexible
DataSync

AT&T M2X

Verizon
ThingSpace
Manage

✓
✓




✓
✓

✓
✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓



✓



✓









✓







✓







✓






✓
✓


✓
✓

✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓

✓



✓



(other API: Tableau)
Monetization,
payment
Communication
features
Collaborative features
Connected objects
(data exchange)
Vertical apps dev oriented
SDK
Open APIs (standard protocol,
open language)
Open to third parties

Free trial

Pricing offering

Pricing model

(other API)

✓

✓

Third party libraries for
some APIs

Third party libraries

✓

✓

Almost free of charge for
all APIs (some restrictions
in volume or number of
devices)

No pricing set up –
need to contact
support

n/a

n/a

Third party
libraries
90 days,
10 devices
Not defined yet

Per API calls (no
details yet)

2 levels for
developers and
entreprisegrade
Subscription
plans to access
the platform
and capacity
allowance

Legend:
Devices management includes: provisioning, inventory, monitoring, configuration, location, firmware update, message/notification
Data management of devices:visualization/dashboard, aggregation, storage for interrogation
Security, authentication and identity: user identification, consent, GDPR, data security
Communication features: presence, chat, message publication
Source: IDATE
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So far, despite having launched some initiatives for quite some time, telcos tend to sell their platform through
various plans and often bundle it with the sale of connectivity. When the platform is centric on device
management, the platform is even generally free itself. Additional components (from platform provider or third
parties) do not generate any additional revenue for the platform providers. Telcos seem to be investigating
more in general the possibility to have their data used by third parties through the platform rather than adding
third party software on top of the platform. These models will not easily apply to BRAIN-IoT
Orange

5.1.1.1

Orange Developer Portal

Orange has developed a dedicated portal in order to support developers to build their service and solution.
Orange offering is modular with each of those categories providing with a number of APIs and development
kits.
The developer portal called “Orange Developer” offers notably a range of APIs and SDKs (only developed by
Orange) across 3 main categories as listed and indicated in the figure below:
IoT & data analytics (suite of APIs building the Datavenue offering described later in the section);
Identity & authentication (suite of APIs for the identity management and privacy);
Monetization & Payment (mobile payment APIs to secure transactions).
Those APIs are independent each other and can be accessed by signing up an account user per API. Anyone
are allowed to create an account user free of charge.
Figure 6 - Orange Developer portal categories

Source: Orange

Typically, based on the available APIs, Orange builds a commercial brand of service like Orange Datavenue
which gathers resources to support customers in the design and development of IoT project. As shown in the
figure below, the offering involves a multitude of hardware and software building blocks. Regarding software,
Orange has based its offering on APIs that are available through Orange developer portal.
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There are three IoT management platforms (available under the form of APIs on the portal):
• Live Objects: portal dedicated to the management of objects and devices (provisioning, inventory,
monitoring, configuration, location, firmware update, message/notification) and data management of
the devices (data collection, storage, security, processing and visualization). The independent Tableau
Software API9 can be connected to Live Objects API in order to provide visual analytics on data and
IoT objects;
• Data Share: unique API allowing to connect all devices used by the users in order to collect data
generated by the devices;
• Flexible DataSync: portal dedicated to mobile backend as a service allowing to connect either mobile
apps, web apps and connected objects.
Figure 7 - Orange Datavenue offering composed of a selection of resources from Orange APIs

Source: IDATE

Figure 8 - Flexible DataSync tools supporting the development of services or application

Source: Orange10

9

https://www.tableau.com/tpep/orange-bs-en

10

https://datasync.orange.com/doc/
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5.1.1.2

Orange developer portal characteristics and pricing

Each API presents its own specificity:
• Standardized protocols as shown in the figure below for Live Objects. Flexible DataSync supports
different environment: IOS, Android, Node JS, C;
• Price. All APIs are free of charge once an account user is created. There could be a restriction in terms
of number of devices or in volume or in time. For instance, Live Objects trial free is limited to 10 devices.
Tableau free trial is limited in 30 days. Beyond the trial, there is no available public pricing (Orange
support to be contacted).
• SDK and starter kits are also available for developers. Code samples are also available on github.

Figure 9 - Standardized protocols exchanging with the Live Objects API

Source: Orange11

Figure 10 - Examples of API pricing

Source: Orange

11

https://www.orange-business.com/en/products/live-objects
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Figure 11 - Live Objects API pricing plan (only available in French)

Source: Orange

AT&T

5.1.2.1

AT&T Developer Program

As part of its AT&T Developer Program12, AT&T has two major separate IoT platforms , also considered as
APIs:
1. M2X: dedicated portal providing devices and data management for IoT products. M2X features:
• More than 30 client libraries and device platforms available including C, Java, JS, .NET, PHP, Ruby,
Android, IOS, ARM
• Providing devices services including device management/registry, message brokering, device
state/event triggering, alarming, geo-fencing for IoT products;
• Providing data services including data storage, data security and data visualization for IoT
products;
Figure 12 - M2X developer portal

Source: AT&T

12

https://developer.att.com/products
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2.

Flow: one shop visual tool to manage and deploy IoT applications as an Integrated Developer
Environment (IDE) with many available connectors. Flow helps prototyping solutions with open-source
nodes.

Figure 13 - Application prototyping allowed with Flow

Source: AT&T

Other tools available on the AT&T developer portal can be used including: Advertising, Call Management, InApp Messaging, Location, SMS, MMS, Payment, M2X, Speech, U-Verse…

5.1.2.2

Verticals

M2X and Flow platforms are complementary and often used together. Indeed, based on M2X and Flow
platforms, AT&T provides dedicated solutions for specific verticals. Each solution was built end-to-end by
leveraging AT&T toolset:
• Asset management: asset tracking device
• Automotive: enterprise vehicle fleet
Others solution to come: equipment monitoring, smart cities, heavy equipment and smart home.
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Figure 14 - Solution dedicated for verticals

Source: AT&T

5.1.2.3
•
•

•

Access and pricing for M2X and Flow
Free access of the platform for any user, only registration is required
Restrictions:
o For M2X: in number of days and number of devices;
o For Flow: 14 day trial. But no professional developer plan available for now.
Pricing model: pay per usage (based on API calls). Pricing not set yet.

Figure 15 - Free access offering

Source: AT&T
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Figure 16 - Pricing model for Flow

Source: AT&T

Verizon
5.1.3.1.1

Verizon ThingSpace

Verizon has developed ThingSpace, an end to end platform to support IoT application developers, very centric
on devices. The solution includes two main platforms:
1. ThingSpace Ready dedicated to support developer on acquisition and certification of devices
2. ThingSpace Manage, a self-serve web portal with APIs to manage IoT device life cycle. The independent
services under the form of APIs include connectivity, triggering, Device diagnosis (monitoring,
troubleshooting), location, security, software management (firmware updates OTA).
ThingSpace is dedicated to devices running over Verizon network exclusively.
Figure 17 - Verizon ThingSpace

Source: Verizon13

13

https://thingspace.verizon.com/about/
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5.1.3.2

Verticals

Verizon has also developed end to end solutions for specific applications based on ThingSpace as show in the
figure below.
Figure 18 - Verizon end to end solution based on Thingspace

Source: Verizon

5.1.3.3

Access and pricing for Thingspace

Only Verizon Business IoT customers can sign in to ThingSpace Manage using Verizon Business credentials. No
free neither trial access is offered by Verizon.
There are 2 levels of pricing:
• 2 plans for developers
• Flexible data plans for entreprise grade APIs
Figure 19 - Pricing plans for developer

Source: Verizon
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Figure 20 - Pricing plans for entreprise-grade APIs

Source: Verizon

5.2

Cloud PaaS providers

PaaS providers have developed platforms to connect and manage IoT devices as well as manage data
generated by devices. Two cloud-based PaaS are covered in this report:
• IBM
• GE
Table 5 - Cloud PaaS platform and key features

IBM Cloud
Building
blocks

Device management
Data management
Security
Insights/analytics
Vertical apps dev oriented

✓
✓
✓


SDK
Standardized API (IoT protocols)
Open to third parties
Free trial
Pricing offering


✓
✓

3 plans: from free to
6000 USD



Pricing model
Subscription plan per number
of devices

GE Predix Services

✓
✓
✓
✓
(focus on IIoT)
✓
✓
✓

n/a
2 types: subscriptions and
usage plans (number of
devices x number of data
collected)

Source: IDATE

The cloud PaaS approach could be replicated by BRAIN-IoT for its marketplace. It is nonetheless clear that the
majority of the marketplace is fed by the platform provider itself. More investigation on this model should be
performed in the phase 2 of this project. Subscription-based business models are quite the norm here.
IBM

5.2.1.1

IBM Cloud

IBM has integrated its IBM Bluemix offering into IBM Cloud solution in order to provide a unique platform. IBM
Cloud “combines platform as a service (PaaS) with infrastructure as a service (IaaS) to provide an integrated
experience. The platform scales and supports both small development teams and organizations, and large
enterprise businesses.”
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The catalogue of IBM Cloud counts more than 250 services covering a wide range of categories as shown in
the figure below. Most of the services are provided by IBM; services provided by third parties (like AT&T and
Bosch) weighs for 20%.
Figure 21 - IBM Cloud catalog categories

Source: IBM

5.2.1.2

IBM IoT Services

Internet of Things Platform is one of IBM Cloud services with key features described in the figure below. The
service is the core of IBM Watson IoT allowing users to connect and manage devices and data generated by
connected devices but also to monitor data through a web console dashboard. The Internet of Things Platform
service enables the connection with third party apps using APIs.
Figure 22 - IBM Internet of Things Platform service

Source: IBM

5.2.1.3

Access and pricing

Each service of the IBM Cloud catalogue has its own pricing. Though more than 40 services are available for
free with restrictions (for instance in terms of number of devices); only account user creation is required.
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The services from third party do not fit with IBM plan and requires to contact the third party who may charge
the developer for the use of the service (example for AT&T Flow integration in IBM Cloud:
https://cloud.ibm.com/catalog/services/att-flow-designer).
Figure 23 - Access to IBM Cloud catalag

Source: IBM

Figure 24 - IBM Internet of Things Platform service pricing

Source: IBM
GE

5.2.2.1

GE Predix

The Predix platform developed by GE is a cloud-based PaaS dedicated to the Industrial Internet built on an
open source Cloud Foundry. Indeed, the Predix platform has been designed to be open supporting developers
to deploy customized applications in industrial environments.
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Figure 25 - Predix offering

Source: GE Predix

There are three key components:
1. Predix Machine which is a hardware and software solution responsible for collecting data from
industrial assets (sensors);
2. Predix Services that encompasses a wide range of industrial microservices like a marketplace that
developers can use to build, test, and run industrial internet applications. (back end services). Examples
of services: asset management, data ingestion, data storage, analytics, AI, machine learning and
security;
3. Predix Cloud which is a global, secure cloud IaaS.
Figure 26 - Predix services

Source: GE Predix

5.2.2.2

Verticals

As said previously, GE Predix is dedicated to industrial environment; the features available on the platform can
be shared across various applications like remote monitoring of heavy machinery, diagnosis platform,
predictive maintenance, etc…
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Figure 27 - Areas of GE Predix applications

Source: GE14

5.2.2.3

Access and Third Parties

GE Predix Services can be accessed by any developers aiming to publish their own services/applications. Most
of services (approximately two third) are developed by GE but developers can also access services developed
by third parties.
There are 2 types of account:
• Individual developer users (single access) that can register directly on Predix platform and receive a
Cloud Foundry user account.
• Enterprise account (access to a team of users within an enterprise) that requires to contact support
team.

5.2.2.4

Pricing Model

Pricing is not available publicly. The figure below indicates the pricing plans in 2016. Often a 30 day trial is
available for all services.
There are two options of pricing accordingly to each service used in the catalogue:
• Fixed plan per month, quarterly or year
• Usage plan varying on the number of devices, number of requests, per capacity, etc…

14

https://www.ge.com/digital/sites/default/files/download_assets/Predix-The-Industrial-Internet-Platform-Brief.pdf
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Figure 28 - GE Predix pricing plans as of 2016

Source: Predix blog15

5.3

Software repository
GitHub

As a software development platform, GitHub is covered in this current report. Given this nature of the offering,
the key features of the platform are different to others categories as seen in the table below.
Table 6 - Repository platform and key features

Github
Repositories management
Users management
Storage
Security
Open to third parties
Free trial
Pricing offering

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓


Building blocks

Business model

4 monthly plans splitting in individual and in
team:
• Individual: free offering and 7 USD with
more services
• Team: 9 USD/user and customized
pricing with more services
Freemium model

Source: IDATE

In the case of GitHub, there is very limited technology platform (beyond the development platform), making it
difficult to replicate. Nonetheless, the pricing structure is of interest and could be partly copied to attract
individual developers and then expand to more enterprise-grade level developers.

5.3.1.1

GitHub Platform

Github is a web-based software development platform allowing users to host their software projects (public
and private repositories). It offers source code management and features used by developers like bug tracking.
As part of the platform, Github also offers a marketplace service (as a SaaS) with a wide range of features
classified in 20 categories like chat, IDE, localization, monitoring, mobile, publishing etc…

15

https://forum.predix.io/questions/8511/what-is-the-predix-service-pricing-model.html
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Figure 29 - Github in numbers

Source: GitHub Business Model Analysis

5.3.1.2

Access and pricing model

Any developer can access the services individual or enterprise.
Github is provided in the form of freemium model: some services are provided for free and additional services
are paid for registered users. Actually, the free option is for individual developer, with no limitation in terms of
number of repositories but limited in features and in the number of collaborators. The other options offer more
features for individual and for enterprise (unlimited collaborators).
Github Enterprise provides the more options in terms of security, access and deployment controls. Pricing
needs to be requested to Github sales team.
Figure 30 - Pricing per type of user

Source: github
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Maven Central Repository
Maven Central Repository is an open source project operated by the non-commercial branch of Sonatype Inc.16
It hosts open source libraries for consumption mainly dominated by Java projects. Maven Central Repository
retrieves the artifacts neccessaty to build applications and deploys the results of the build process in a
repository.

5.3.2.1

Access and pricing model

The Maven Central Repository as an open source project is financed via donations and sponsorship that help
cover its operational costs. Moreover, code contribtuons are volunteereed by the open source community.
Hence, access to Maven Central is open to every countributor and user for free. Key stakeholders involved
include the following:
• Software users - providing feedback to developers including bug reports and feature suggestions
• Software developers – contributing to the project by volunteering the code or documentation
• Artifacts publishers - publishing artifacts (i.e.Apache, JBoss/RedHat, Oracle)
Figure 31 - Maven workflow

Source: luv2code

Nuget.org by Microsoft
Nudget.org is an open source packet manager designed for the Microsoft development platform. 17 NuGet.org
is a public host of nugget packages, employed by .NET and .NET Core developers. It enables users to privately
host packages in different locations including cloud, private networks, or even local file systems. NuGet is
distributed as a Visual Studio extention and comes pre-installed by default.

16

sonatype.org

17

https://www.nuget.org/policies/About
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5.3.3.1

Access and pricing model

Nudget.org is included in the Visual Studio Integrated Development Environment. Thus, to acesss Nudget, a
Visual Studio subscrition is required which starts at 45 USD per month. Key stakeholders involved include:
• Software developers – creating of the packages;
• Software users – using useful packages regardless of the source;
• Package publishers – approve and publish the packages for the final version
(i.e.Microsoft.EntityFrameworkCore).
Figure 32 - NuGet.org workflow

Source: Microsoft

JFrog Artifactory
JFrog's Artifactory is an open source project designed to store the package output of the build process for use
in distribution and deployment. It provides end-to-end automation and management of packages and artifacts.
JFrog's Artifactory is used by more than 5000 customers and a 3 million developers as a DevOps solution which
helps speed up development cycles using package repositories.18

5.3.4.1

Access and pricing model

Jfrog’s Artifactory Repositories come built in with its software either in cloud or self hosted. The software starts
for free with options to upgrade and offers unlimited artifactory repositories. The Enteprise offering is quoted
at 98 USD starting price.

18

https://jfrog.com/about/
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Figure 33 - Jfrog Artifactory your kubernetes registry

Source: Jfrog

5.4

IoT Platforms
Siemens Mindsphere IoT

Siemens developed its Mindsphere solution as an open cloud platform or IoT operating system.
Mindsphere is a repository for mobile applications rather than libraries. It serves as a market places for IoT as
a services solution to built on. The system is mainly used in industrial applications including automated factory
floor applications and vehicle fleet management. It securely connects the assests with auxiliary MindSphere
products allowing the collection and transfer of relevant machine and plant data.
Figure 34 - The MindSphere ecosystem

Source: Siemens
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5.4.1.1

Access and pricing model

Mindsphere is open to all app developers willing to create and offer applications and modules. On the other
hand, service providers create and offer datadriven services using apps and modules. The developer plan offers
an annual subscription with a monthly fee of around 345 EUR / month. 19 All application and services are free
for users
Bosch IoT Suite
Bosch IoT suite is a Platform as a Service (PaaS) in which Bosch and its customers build a broad range of
solutions and projects. It is a cloud-enabled software package for developing IoT applications. As such, it serves
as a library repository only for Bosch hardware/software. As comprehensive toolbox Bosch IoT Suite allows
the managing of devices, machines, and gateway, executes software roll-out processes, connects third-party
systems and services (Bosch only) and provides data analytics.

5.4.2.1

Access and pricing model

Bosch IoT Suite is open to all developers willing to build, implement, and operate cloudbased and scalable IoT
applications. It also open to testers and QA that review, test and document cloudbased and scalable IoT
applications. The platforms price is charged per single service per device and per services packages per device
with capabilties included. It also applies additional fees for extra configurations (i.e. artifact storage).
Figure 35 - Bosch IoT Suite platform

Source: Bosch

Internet of Food
Internet of Food is a European Union funded project for precision farming that allows the development and
testing of a series of IoT components and solutions.It serves as a platform to help the connection of IoT farming
devices and systems by collecting, storing and processing the data.

19

https://www.dex.siemens.com/mindsphere/mindaccess/mindaccess-developer-plan-small
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Figure 36 - IoF envisaged system architecture

Source: IoF2020

5.4.3.1

Access and pricing model

The Internet of Food platform targets mainly farmers and cooperatives but is also open to all the general public,
regulators, scientific community, IoT technology providers and other actors that would seek to leverage its
data. Accessing the platfroms is free of charge.
5.5

Smart City Platforms
Smart Region Initiative – Ile de France

The Smart Region initiative by the Ile-de-France Region has developed its service platform able to gather large
quantities of data produced by the Region and its partners. It has a scalable infrastructure aiming to on-board
numerous applications. The aim is to leverage the data and use them to design and offer new services. Data is
collected from Region’s services including transportation, cultural and many others. Moreover, given that cities
are often too small to dedicate necessary ressources, Region Ile de France can help aggregate up to 1800 cities
and 800 thousand entreprises. Key components include data aggregator from public and private stakeholders
(breaking the silos) and digital twin. The region has so far made 157 data agreements with private players in
2 years.20
At the current state, the platform provides an open data service, APIs, data analytics and informatin on city
events. Collecting IoT data is in the roadmap for the next stage of the project. The region has plans for
the platfrom to become an intermediary for procurement of digital providers to public institutions similar to
the British G-cloud model. Other futuristic plans include the collection environmental data among offering a
variety of other services.

20

Statistics from IDATE interviews with Region’s representatives
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Figure 37 - Smart Région Initiative Ecosystem

Source: Smart Region Initiative – Ile de France

5.5.1.1

Access and pricing model

The platform is administered by the Ile de France region and is accessible free of charge by the private sector
(i.e. regional enteprises, start ups, ect as well as public institutions.
5.6

Marketplaces
Eclipse Marketplace

The Eclipse marketplace is a project and libraries repository for development purposes in Java programming
language. The projects and libraries can be uploaded to the marketplace by developers and they can be
installed directly to ones Eclipse installation with the Eclipse Marketpalce Client.
The Eclipse Marketplace Client is a client solution for installing third party solutions (projects, libraries) listed
on Eclipse Marketplace. There are thousands of third party plug ins that can be installed via this client. Users
were not be ables to install third party solutions unless they install the Marketplace Client locally.
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Figure 38 - Smart Région Initiative Ecosystem

Source: Eclipse.org

5.6.1.1

Access and pricing model

Every member registered in the Eclipse Foundation is able to browse through the marketplace plug ins and
download any solution or third party plug for free. Anyone can submit a third party plug in or solution but that
would have to go through a review processs by Eclipse foundation team.
Activage Marketplace
The Activage Marketplace is a European Union funded project for deploying different applications. It serves as
a one stop shop for providing, discovering and deploying different applications through the marketplace.
Marketplace key stakeholders involve app developers and Marketplace administrators.
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Figure 39 - Activage architecture

Source: Activage

5.6.2.1

Access and pricing model

The Activage Marketplace is free for all developers and users. That said, as paid apps are allowed to be delopyed
in the marketplace, Activage charges one time small fee payments for app purchases. This helps the
marketplace to sustain an undisclosed share of its operational costs.
GOV.UK Digital Marketplace
The Digital Marketplace is an online service developed by the Crown Commercial Service (CCS) that helps
public sector organisations find people and technology for digital projects. 21 It acts like a shop window for
organizations that are willing to sell their goods and services to the public sector. The Digital Marketplace
offers multiple services and professionals including:
• The G-Cloud framework offering cloud software and services
• The Digital Outcomes and Specialists framework offering digital specialists and user research
services
• The Crown Hosting Data Centres framework offering physical data centre space
In 2020, the spendings on the G-Cloud framework reached 1,37 billions. Most of the spendings were on support
services followed by software and hosting.22 Morever, the G-Cloud framework counted 2733 total customers
and 2676 total suppliers over the same period.23 SMEs account for 45% of total sales by value (71% by volume)
while the central government is the main buyer accounting for 81% of total sales.24

21

Crown Commercial Service is the executive agency and the trading fund of the Cabinet Office of the UK Government

22

https://www.govspend.org.uk/g-cloud-stats.php

23

https://www.govspend.org.uk/g-cloud-stats.php

24

https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/g-cloud-framework-sales-up-to-31-december-2018
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Figure 40 - G-Cloud framework statistics

Source: govspend.org.uk

5.6.3.1

Access and pricing model

The Marketplace is administered by the CCS who offers technical support and could potentially charge
maintenance fees on the transactions. The G-Cloud framework allows suppliers of cloud-based solutions to
marketing their offerings in the Digital Marketplace. Any supplier should initially apply to sell their services and
after being granted will have access to provide their products in the Digital Marketplace. Any public sector
organisation, including agencies and arm’s length bodies, can buy such services through the Digital
Marketplace.25
Australian Digital Marketplace
The Australian Digital Marketplace is a similar concept to that of UK, where government agencies and digital
service providers do business together. The main entity in charge of administering the Marketplace is the
Australian Digital Transformation Agency. The marketplace offers a broad range of digital services and experts
that suit the varying needs of government agiences. Software engineering and development is the most
demanded opportunity followed by agile devliery and governance. Other services include cybersecurity
solutions, data science and marketing among others.
Figure 41 - Top categories for opportunities posted since 2016

Source: Marketplace.service.gov.au

25

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/buying-and-selling-on-the-digital-marketplace
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5.6.4.1

Access and pricing model

Any Digital Service Provider or Expert can apply to sell its solutions in the Digital Marketplace and thereafter
should by approved by the Digital Marketplace Panel. They are assesed on the basis of their digital expertise,
corporate stability and added value they bring. Buyers are mainly from federal government, local territories
and Commonwealth Corporate entities including museums and universities.
Since 2016, more than 3135 sellers are egistered to offer digital and ICT services in the Marketplace providing
a total of 5392 opportunities. 26Over the same period of time, the contracted value accounts for 2,8 billion AUD
with 65% of contractors being SMEs.27
Unparallel Innovation, Lda
Unparallell Innovation is a SME focused on developing digital solutions like software and web solutions as well
mobile applications and hardware devices. The company relies on R&D funding from different sources
including European Institutions to create products that target in particular IoT markets including Industrial IoT,
Smart Cities, Agriculture and water smart systems.
Its primary product in the IoT domain is the IoT Catalogue, which serves as a standart repository for software
libraries as well as a one stop source for products, applications, ect. The aim of the solution is to support users
take advantage of existing IoT solutions (software, hardware, apps, ect) and rapidly deploy in their use case.
Hence, IoT developers, integrators, advisors and end-users can pick and choose the IoT solutions they find
convienent for their projects and not only learn but also use others innovation.

26

https://marketplace.service.gov.au/2/insights

27

https://marketplace.service.gov.au/2/insights
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Figure 42 - IoT Catalogue Marketplace

Source: iot-catalogue.com

5.6.5.1

Access and pricing model

Unparallell is the product owner of IoT Catalogue which has been developed with the support of EU Horizon
2020 R&I program. IoT catalogue is open to all the users wanting to add their content in catalogue, share their
experiences (libraries, knowledge, ect) or advertise their products (components, platforms, etc.) among others.
Users have full control over their content and are attracted by the support of patrons, advertisement on social
media, technology blogs, online technology stores, etc. Various business models are being exploited in the IoT
Catalogue including:
• Digital Ecosystem driver – making content available (use cases, solutions, products, ect)
• On Deman e-Marketplace – connecting buyers and sellers
• Data monetization – providing IoT data and insights to market research and advisory firms
• Online advertising – exploring traffic volumes to generate income (particularly displaying ads and/or
referring visitors to the advertiser’s website)
By and large, the software libraries in the IoT Catalogue are offered for free whereas the hardware components
are priced differently based on their quaity, value, use case, ect.
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5.7

Application Enablement Platforms

By nature, Application Enablement Platform are platforms supporting the development of IoT applications. For
the report, three AEP are covered:
• Thingworx
• AWS
• Cumulocity
Table 7 - AEP platform and basic features

Building
blocks

Device management
Data management
Security
Insights/analytics
Vertical apps dev oriented
SDK
Standardized API (IoT protocols)
Open to third parties
Free trial
Pricing offering
Pricing model

PTC Thingworx
Foundation
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
Indirectly
✓
90 days
n/a
n/a

AWS IoT
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Software AG
Cumulocity
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓

Indirectly
✓

Indirectly
✓

Depending on each
service
Pay as you go model

3 types of plans
Subscription

Source: IDATE

The main lesson for BRAIN-IoT is that such platforms allow obviously working with third party solutions, but
do not really work as marketplaces. Indeed, the platform tends to offer many components integrated and then
priced generally with a pay as you go model or subscriptions. Third party solutions are generally bought
separately (not though the platform) and integrated with APIs.
PTC Thingworx

5.7.1.1

Thingworx platform

Thingworx is an Application Enablement Platforms (AEP) allowing the creation, tests and deployment of IoT
applications. Covering all the lifecycle of applications, Thingworx platform capabilities cover: the connection
and management of the devices, the analysis of data, the deployment of solutions and the security of devices
and data.
Figure 43 - Thingworx platform capabilities

Source: Thingworx
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The core of the AEP platform is ThingWorx Foundation designed for low code development platform using
model, user friendly interface, drag and drop editor. Available with SDK in several platforms and programming
environments (including Java, C, .NET, iOS, Android), Thingworx Foundation key features are application
enablement, device/asset connectivity and management, cloud connectivity and security.
Other solutions:
• Thingworx Anaytics is a key component of Thingworx platform allowing to analyze data, predict issues,
and automate resolutions thanks to machine learning algorithms.
• ThingWorx Industrial Connectivity, offering dedicated to connect factory devices
• Trial for service: essentially for assets remote monitoring
• Trial for manufacturing environment in order to gain insights from factory assets
Thingworx Foundation components are developed by PTC, there is no third party applications.
Figure 44 - Thingworw pre built apps

Source: Thingworx

Though, PTC has also developed ThingWorx Extension available on PTC marketplace. It includes libraries,
connector templates, functional widgets that can be provided by PTC or by any 3rd parties and that are
integrated in the ThingWorx Platform.

5.7.1.2

Access and pricing to the platform

Thingworx can be trialled with two options for free of charge:
• One-time hosted evaluation server for 30 days
• Trial downloads version for 90 days
Following trials, developers need to contact sales team. No official information on pricing beyond trial access
(for free). On other products at PTC, subscription is the way to access software licenses in a pay as you go
model per product.
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AWS

5.7.2.1

AWS IOT

As part of AWS Cloud, AWS IoT is a platform for IoT that has been designed to connect and manage connected
devices and also to create applications to manage devices. AWS Cloud is different from AWS marketplace28,
a digital catalog service aiming to list software from independent software vendors.
Figure 45 - AWS IoT as part of AWS Cloud solutions

Source: AWS

AWS IoT encompasses 9 key building blocks which are categorized as shown in the figure below:
• Control services mainly around device management allowing to control, manage, and secure large and
diverse device fleets;
• Data services extract value from IoT data for analytics;
• Device software allowing to connect devices, gather data, and take intelligent actions locally in a secure
environment.

28

https://aws.amazon.com/marketplace/?ref=mkt_ste_nc2=h_ql_mp&nc2=h_ql_mp
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Figure 46 - AWS IoT services

Source: AWS

Specific verticals highlighted for AWS IoT:
• Industrial IoT applications: predictive quality, predictive maintenance and remote monitoring
operations;
• Connected home applications: home automation, home security and monitoring, and home
networking;
• Commercial building: traffic monitoring, public safety, and health monitoring.
Figure 47 - AWS IoT verticals

Source: AWS

In addition, AWS offerings are leveraged by AWS Partner Network (APN), a program allowing partners to build
their business using AWS assets including go to market support. Typically, APN Technology Partners are
developing solutions using AWS IoT services.
There are 3 levels29 of AWS Partner Network. There are different level of requirements per level of partner
programs. It can require a 2500 USD annual fee, a number of AWS certification, a minimum of direct revenue,
a number of publicly referenceable customers, a number of customer satisfaction responses in exchange of
benefiting AWS assets.
Figure 48 - Examples of AWS IoT partners

29

https://d1.awsstatic.com/partner-network/AWS%20Technology%20Partner%20Journey_ASJ.pdf
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Source: AWS30

5.7.2.2

Access and pricing to AWS IoT

AWS IoT is accessible by any user having created an AWS account user.
Figure 49 - AWS IoT services access with AWS user account

Source: AWS

A free access trial is available limited in duration (12 months).
The pricing varies per product and service but generally based on the pay as you go model.
Examples of pricing:
• Device Provisioning: per 1,000 things registered
• Data storage: per GB/month
• Query execution: per TB scanned
Software AG Cumulocity

5.7.3.1

Cumulocity platform

Cumulocity IoT is one of Software AG solutions following the acquisition of Cumulocity in 2017. It’s a Device
and Application Management IoT platform.
Based on a modular cloud software platform, Cumulocity IoT capabilities that are exposed through APIs are
wide as shown in the figure below:
• Device connectivity and management;
• Data visualization with real time analytics;
• Flexibility in the deployment models.
In addition, Cumolocity IoT is very open with other APIs allowing the extension of the existing functionality
with other IT services such as ERP or CRM systems but also using common interfaces protocols to connect any
devices such as HTTP and REST.

30

https://aws.amazon.com/fr/iot/partner-solutions/?nc=sn&loc=4&dn=1
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Figure 50 - Key capabilities of Cumulocity IoT

Source: Software AG

5.7.3.2

Access and pricing

The service is accessible by anyone, once subscribed on the platform. Free trial is available with a limitation of
30 days. Beyond this period, customers need to convert into a paid subscription. There are 3 types of plan
according to the type of customers and requirements. Pricing only available for teams and SMEs
Figure 51 - Cumolocity IoT plans

Source: Software AG
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Figure 52 - Cumulocity IoT Standard Tenant SaaS Bundle Pricing

Source: Software AG

5.8

COMPOSITION Marketplace
Description

The COMPOSITION Marketplace has been developed within the EU-funded COMPOSITION project
(www.composition-project.eu). The COMPOSITION Marketplace is a fully distributed multi-agent system
designed to support industry 4.0 exchanges between involved stakeholders.
It is particularly aimed at supporting automatic supply chain formation and negotiation of goods/data
exchanges, helping companies to find services they need.
One of the main use-cases which has provided requirements for the COMPOSITION Marketplace is the “metal
waste collection use case”. It is about a company that needs that his scrap metal, coming from the production,
to be collected by someone. It consists of a company publishing a request through his representative agent in
composition marketplace and wait for some supplier of the requested service. Once all the replies are received
the requester will choose one of them evaluating different parameters like cost, time, supplier reputation.
The COMPOSITION marketplace exploits a microservice architecture and relies upon a scalable messaging
infrastructure.
Its main components are:
a) a set of semi-automatic agents divided in requesters and suppliers
b) a security framework including a message broker that enables agent communication
c) an ad-hoc language and a set of protocol to enable agents to negotiate in automatic way
Suitability for BRAIN IoT
The COMPOSITION Marketplace is different with respect to a canonical “shop” that could come up while
listening to the word “marketplace”. It does not have a catalogue where a user can choose the product and
buy it. It is common to think about a marketplace as an e-Shop with a wide list of items with a description and
a price, this results in a static platform where a seller shows his products and a buyer potentially chooses one
or more of them. COMPOSITION Marketplace is based on a more dynamic scenario, where suppliers make
some offers whenever a service is requested by another agent and it can be afforded by them. This is not static
as in the e-Shop scenario, because a supplier actively offers something to a requester that need some service.
Furthermore, the negotiation implements an autonomous logic and its complexity could be increased by
developing new protocols to fulfil more complex strategies to fit the buyers and sellers needs.
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So far, BRAIN-IoT requirements for its Marketplace are more aligned with the concept of e-Shop where IoT
services are proposed, in the form of access model/information and/or implementation of software
components implementing advanced algorithms and smart behaviours. Since an autonomous auction system
is not required and needed, the COMPOSITION Marketplace has not been considered suitable for supporting
the implementation of the BRAIN-IoT Marketplace.
5.9

BIG IoT Marketplace
Description

The marketplace that was developed within the European funded project BIG IoT (http://big-iot.eu/ ) was
developed as a B2B marketplace for connecting providers and consumers of IoT data and for trading IoT
resources.
It was generated as a secure marketplace (including authentication and accounting) on which you could access
with both a Consumer Lib (for discovering the data and services in the marketplace and access them from your
applications and services) and a Provider Lib (for offering and monetizing your IoT resources).
Thus, the BIG IoT marketplace was mainly realized for developers, IT guys and creative people from e.g. Smart
City or Mobility Companies who need IoT offerings for their applications.
Since BIG IoT project finished end of 2018, the marketplace was handed over to Eclipse BridgeIoT project:
https://projects.eclipse.org/proposals/eclipse-bridge.iot.
An excellent description of the marketplace is provided on the corresponding Github:
https://github.com/eclipse/bridgeiot.marketplace.exchange .
Suitability for BRAIN IoT
Within the BIG IoT marketplace, now being the Eclipse Bridge.IoT, offering providers register offerings with
semantic descriptions to the marketplace so that the offering consumers can query for and subscribe to
matching offerings. For the time being, there is a Java implementation of the Bridge.IoT Lib available. Bridge.IoT
Exchange is the central component of the marketplace. GraphQL is used to access the marketplace API.
Beside harmonization of existing IoT platforms (by encouraging their providers to implement the Bridge.IoT
API), the main focus of the Eclipse Bridge.IoT project is establishing marketplaces for IoT data and services.
To build up an OSGi OBR compliant repository (as requested in the key functional requirements 2.2) is not the
focus of this marketplace.
For this reason and since BRAIN-IoT requirements for its Marketplace are more aligned with the concept of an
e-shop (where IoT services are proposed, in the form of access model/information, or software components
implementing advanced algorithms and smart behaviours), the BIG IoT / Bridge.IoT Marketplace does not seem
the optimal platform for supporting the implementation of the BRAIN-IoT Marketplace at the moment.
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6

Appendix: Interview Minutes

6.1

Marseille Métropole
Smart City strategy focus
-

Public space. Historical smart city developments came from IoT-type solutions.
Services to the citizens (digital administration). New developments since the last elections in 2020.
IoT projects

-

-

Current developments are partially blocked by political divergence between the City and the
Metropole.
Key past developments focused on:
o Video protection, started in 2011 (now 1500 cameras). This project was used to accelerate
deployment of fiber and electricity networks for future developments. Due to regulation, the
network used for video-protection remains isolated.
o Public Lightning, since 2015. Based on LoRa network.
o Metering of water and electricity
Future plans around mainly BIM (Building and Energy/Utilities).
Will no more invest in network aspects for IoT. Considered as low value. Unclear future for the public
lightning network (Marseille is a user not the owner) built by a telco with close to 1000 routers and 40
gateways. Concentrate the budget efforts on platforms.

IoT platform strategy
-

-

All IoT developments are using their own specific PF (a.k.a supervisors), bought by internal
departments.
There are only so far a few hypervisors for security and for urban management (around parking) that
have access to several sets of sensors/data. Prysm ? PRISME ?
It is unclear if there will be a global/central hypervisor. Marseille is closely following FIWARE
developments.
Hypervisor are generally hard to integrate and therefore expensive. Marseille more interested by use
cases developments, even if standalone, than a global platform.
Platforms generally acquired as part of bundle with maintenance. Fully paid by public funding through
public tenders (fixed amount, not pay per use). Potential private funding around future projects like
Olympics involving Orange, Atos, Suez or Vivendi.
Budgets are not shared between departments to acquire the platform. But there can be transfers of
credits between departments.

Data approach
-

Clear strategy now fueled by Big Data and GDPR
Despite multiple platforms, Marseille has developed a data lake and Big Data tools (from Oracle) to
share data internally and with the Metropole (using OpenDataSoft).
Some third parties are also involved (DataSud platform from Region PACA).
Potentially in the future with private stakeholders (some current experimentations with Waze), but
generally without financial compensation. Trying to identify the right model in case of monetization of
data. For instance, sharing revenues from the service developed by the private stakeholder.
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-

But not well adapted to local authorities (need new forms of agile public procurement or PPP, also
afraid of losing sovereignty).
To ensure compatibility with future developments, tenders include requirements for security, privacy,
data formats, data propagation through REST APIs, etc…

Apps approach
-

6.2

Nothing really yet
Central appstore for all cities could be of interest. Seems complex at the local level. (FORGE Model)
In discussion regularly with Amazon or Microsoft. Very interest for pay per use.
But less interested in app platform than in use case platform with plug and play solutions (generic
solutions like people counting than can be used across multiple services)

City of Brussels
Organisation
-

Public-funded entity in charge of Smart City for Brussels Capital Region (19 cities, 1,2 million habitants)
with close to 500 people staff delivering IT services. Funded in 2015.
Quite a lot of competencies due to the federal model in Belgium
Limited activities on IoT

-

-

Mainly PoCs like EU project BIOTOPE (looking like BRAIN-IoT as heterogeneous IoT PFs) applied to
smart parking for handicapped people (deployed 100 sensors) or sound sensors around bars. Most
projects have failed to reach scale and get really deployed.
Some deployment for collected trash bins.
Smart parking from Brussels Mobilités
Platforms used

-

Generally siloed platforms (except Smart Parking), as no identified needs for collective approach
Likely simplification and mutualization in the future, but more on a case by case approach
CIRB has been developed to promote and implement mutualization. But has no power and no
governance leverage to impose it. Therefore most projects involve only a few cities of Brussels Region.
Some federal platforms/Building blocks also often used: SESAME (electronic ID), FIDUS (integration
with public databases)
Initial investment generally provided by central government then in time by regions then in latter times
with a mix of pay per use by cities
CIRB doing a lot of development itself, in collaboration most often with CIRB local IT teams within each
city
Data approach

-

Active on open data, with mutualization of data catalogues
Limited data lake initiatives, essentially so far for mobility and cartography
Integrates occasionnally third party data
No willingness to monetize data, but data may be offered for a fee depending on provider (typically
Google) or if it requires extra effort to produce (especially in real time)
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-

Legal framework still unclear to decide which data can or not go in the cloud (and management rules
associated)
Apps approach

-

-

-

6.3

No central procurement for software/Apps, except internal developments by CIRB. But this approach
is already in place through a PPP for Telecom
Default mutualization when CIRB is the de facto leader
Limited expected benefits in case of mutualization (not enough bargaining power in most situations,
no need for data sharing in some situations, local context going for more decentralized approach like
road safety)
Unclear views on G-Cloud (has suggested another contact for further discussion)
Developing locally mutualization for apps around a local cloud with DC (around public and private
cloud) and centralized procurement. Economically, the only sound solution. Will take the form of a
catalogue of pre-negotiated services.
Pay per use is too complex, but budgets can be redistributed.
Needs to be led by business angles rather than technology.

Montpellier Métropole
IoT platforms
-

All IoT activities (so far monitoring of water, bikes, biodiversity) are integrated within SoM2M, platform
developed by Synox
Enrichment on top of it with Atos (for real time management) with FIWARE ( ?) tool and ESRI
(cartography). Also developing data visualization
45 million data collected every day
Funding from Metropole
Centralized model, has evolved from IBM tools (considered too techno-driven) to usage-centric
approach
Data approach

-

Active on open data since 2010
Not yet a global approach of data. Still in silos in many cases.
Trying to have at least a view on data available (especially non-open data)
Data initiatives so far mainly driven by regulation compliance (especially for urbanism)
Do not expect to sell data.
Buys some data from private stakeholders (Orange Flux Vision), used after by several departments.
Limited interactions with regional level (Occitanie). To be discussed further with Jeremy Valentin.
Apps approach

-

-

Still internal conflicts between IT division and departments, but also between Metropole and City
(historically, departments are leading IT developments for the City with IT division providing support,
whereas IT division controlling all IT developments for Metropole)
At Metropole level, some of the procurement of apps is centralized for different departments
Not so convinced by replicability of apps between different cities (has worked with Rennes in the past,
but needs were very different)
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-

6.4

Tendency to develop internally, but trying to ensure as much as possible interoperability with at least
local organisations (like SERM)

City of Tallinn
Overview of overall IoT approach
-

Digital Tallinn Strategy updated recently
IoT PoCs with Tallinn university campus and science park (including others technologies like 5G for
self-driving vehicles tests, ect)
Deployed a network of 900 MESH sensors
Platform approach

-

No central platform owned by the city with spatial data being an exemption
Spatial data all cities use a generic platform
Using different platforms (for CCTV cameras, open data, traffic data, environmental data)
So far relying on PoC PaaS platforms developed by 3rd parties and not the city itself
Piloting an IoT platform provided by Telia in collaboration with a German company to collect data from
smart grids (energy & gas meters) as well as mobile connection hotspots
Have also deployed several sensors to collect environmental data (not of good quality so far)
APIs to monitor traffic data with Google and Waze (both parties exchange real time information in the
service of the citizens)
Free of charge public transport as city asks people to validate and leverage their data

Means of financing
-

Depending on the initiatives (multiple methods)
City funding for their own services (central government transport ministry also co-funding for
transportation services)
Co-funding innovative projects with the EU
Sort of PPP with private actors (Borboro? Private company investing in deploying their sensors around
the city and supported by the municipality to scale if the projects is successful)
PPPs mostly used in developing infrastructure (5G, meters, ect)
Data approach

-

Strict regulation on the infrastructure and notable GDPR compliant
Advanced open data sharing for citizens and business (as they are the owners of the data!)
Tallinn offers advance data sharing options and is quite digitalized (Fast access to open data using
Smart ID card)
Business would need the consent of the citizen if they would set up business using citizens data
Data Marketplace approach

-

Many options but no added value seen so far
Also good solutions needed to build up including cloud
Ecosystem is not fully leveraging open data - Tallinn offered open traffic data to all but only Chinese
apps leveraged on that
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-

Cities also using central government data
So far no integration of 3rd party data
Apps approach

-

No strong interest and demand from the businesses
Would consider if some provider produces the services and offers to the city
Tallinn would engage to offer legislation compliance, trainings ,ect

Collabs/Initiatives
-

6.5

E-governance academy organized in Estonia with many countries participation
Looking forward to partnerships with Science Parks
Estonia hosts EU smart city excellence initiative with the participation of many big cities including
Barcelona, London, ect.

Smart Region, Ile de France Region
Overview of overall IoT approach
-

At present, no real IoT data collected
Data collected come from different sources and mainly from mobility,
construction, ect and others that are part of Ile de France services via APIs
Collecting IoT data is in the roadmap for the next stage of the project in 2021

Overview of the platform
-

-

-

Digital scalable infrastructure aiming to on-board numerous applications and integrate as much data
as possible through APIs
All applications are allowed as long as they respect ethical norms and are useful to Ile de France
community
Not yet an app store
Focus so far on sustainability/green (but many competencies depend on cities themselves)
Overall target: aggregate information/data/services at regional level (cities are often too small to
dedicate necessary resources, Region IDF can help to aggregate 1800 cities and 800K enterprises for
IdF). Region is also not biased compared to cities (both in charge of decision and implementation in
many cases)
Also ambitions to position as world reference with this approach
Key components include data aggregator from public and private stakeholders (breaking the silos) and
digital twin. Many additional building blocks to come.
So far funding came from the Smart Direction than the Different departments of Region IdF. Has to
involve soon private stakeholders.
Key stakeholders
Platform owned and administered by Ile de France region
Mainly developed and financed by public funds but also by partners
Private partners include big groups like Caisse de depots etc.
Big groups provide data and help the development of the platform
Will services all enterprises and services of the region including SMEs and Start-ups
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Main Challenges
-

Organizational rather than technical challenges
Limited budgeting to scale and develop an app store – only 10 million EUR budget allocated from the
Region for the project (in 2 years)
Looking forward to more EU funding
Need for trusted third parties and even digital sovereignty to develop smart cities projects (and avoid
projects like Google in Toronto). The Region is key for that.
Next steps

-

-

6.6

Benefit from rising interest for smart city with more concrete services (not so many yet, maturity is
more around data than apps)
Become an intermediary for procurement of digital providers to public institutions (British G-cloud
model). Funding can not come only from the region. PPP model to be investigated (co-funding? SEM?).
This is also true for data (they have value).
Make sure subsidies of region IdF entice stakeholders to use/leverage the PF.
Include the collection of environmental data of the region
Collect IoT data from different services (not really more complex than other data, just more volume).
Implies to develop standardisation for data to share/exchange data.
On-board the maximum number of actors and services in the region to provide data and sustain the
project
Collaborate with other regions and other admin entities. Such solutions should be developed at least
at EU-level.
PF/marketplace approach is key to get on board large private stakeholders (otherwise no clear sales
channels). Already 157 data agreements with private players in 2 years.

Metropole Lille
Overall strategy
-

-

Step 1: digital representation of the territory. In progress.
Step 2: Development of hypervisor(s) to get a global view (dashboard combined with geographical
information) and understand usages. Essentially gathering internal requirements so far. Has to go
beyond just being a dashboard. Unclear if there should only one hypervisor (not so convinced by Dijon
initiative). There are currently hypervisors (in reality seems to be supervisors) in water management
and from major partners in the smart city domain (Veolia, Keolis).
Step 3: Digital Twin
PF/software strategies

-

-

Plenty of development in silos (beyond IoT, with numerous projects including real time monitoring of
fleet)
No vision of development of initiatives from other departments. So far essentially decentralized, but
progressive development of governance and modernization of IT System under the data strategy
(urbanization).
Rather than interoperability of platforms, the effort is put on data to have interoperable services. All
procurement actions require data to be reversible.
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Data strategy
-

Open data (in itself) has been so far a failure, with limited reuse of data (not just in Lille). Developed
essentially to provide transparency of public action.
Data strategy driven by issues of trust, ethics and environment.
Data stored in a central warehouse from Oracle. Mutualization by default from more than 50 cities of
the Metropole.
Integration also of third party data. But not really a repository but more provider of links.
Willing to monetize data but restricted by legal framework (Lyon also tried that). May be feasible
through services rather than data. Need to value public as patrimony.
Marketplace approach

-

-

Purchases so far done by departments, but more and more under the governance of IT services (and
even general direction of services)
Too many apps (around 650). Need for rationalization. But again interoperability can also come from
data.
Target development of MELstore (an Appstore) within 2 years. Numerous private stakeholders like IBM
promoting the model. Idea of rationalization again. Unclear future due to DNA (historically producing
IT mostly internally, but also clearly lacking now skills/ressources)
Hard to replicate initiatives from one city to another due to differences in organization, IT structure,
history, maturity (collaborate with Nantes, but still major gaps)
Modernization rather slow to avoid unavailability of some services
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